
THE NEXT GENERATION IN WINE PRESERVATION TECHNOLOGY

REVOLUTIONIZING THE WAY WINE IS SERVED AT home



ENJOY THE PERFECT GLASS OF WINE, 
EVERY TIME

The WineStation’s state of the art temperature control 
and argon preservation technology ensures that your 
fine wines are being kept in pristine condition for up 
to 60 days.

EXPLORE YOUR WINE COLLECTION 

With the WineStation you’re finally granted the 
freedom to uncork and enjoy multiple vintages from 
your personal wine collection without having to throw 
away what’s left over from the evening.

NOT AN OUNCE OF WINE LEFT BEHIND

The WineStation dispensing system eliminates waste 
of unfinished wines and keeps your wine safe from 
oxidation. When wine is poured from the WineStation 
there is only one place it ends up: in your glass, where  
it belongs and not down the drain.

YOUR POUR PERSONALIZED

With three customizable pouring volumes, you are 
able to enjoy a unique wine tasting experience in the 
comfort of your own home.

®

Locking door

Patented Clean-Pour® 
dispensing technology 

keeps wine pristinely 
preserved for up to  

60 days.

Easy to read and  
fully programmable  
LCD screen showcases 
wine information 

State-of-the-art cooling  
and temperature control 
with dual zone temperature 
upgrade available

Cabinet available in 
Copper Bronze or 
Stainless Steel*

Argon Gas preservation 
system for zero spoilage

Pristine PLUS is the perfect  
pairing to your wine collection.

110V, 10amps.   
19.66”W x 16.66”D x 26.64”H. 70lbs

The WineStation® is proudly designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.

The WineStation® Advantage
The patented Clean-Pour® dispensing heads make changing 
bottles and maintenance extraordinarily easy. Unlike all  
other wine preservation systems, there are no fixed tubes 
and plumbing that have to be flushed with chemicals or 
cleaning solutions every time you want to change a bottle. 

The WineStation® is a sophisticated, professional quality, temperature-controlled preservation 
and dispensing system that’s perfect for keeping your premium wines in pristine condition 
allowing you to enjoy the freshest wine, each and every time.

The NSF approved Clean-Pour 
dispensing heads just need a quick 
wash in hot water and they are 
ready to go. The design of our inde-
pendent heads also means that the 
wine bottles are not “locked” into 
the cabinet. The argon gas sealed in 
the bottle will continue to prevent 
oxidation for 14 days or longer, 
even when stored outside of the 
WineStation.

WineStation®  
Pristine PLUS  
Features Include: 

and dispensing unit

with argon gas
®

Head Technology

System with variable 
temperature control

Upgrade Available

 
measured dispensing 
options per bottle

 

 
Interior Lighting

*Feature not standard



U NLEASH  YO U R  INNER

Explore, taste, and enjoy great wines at home.


